The Somnogen Visual Training a New CBT to Fight Insomnia through Closed Eyes and fNIRS Neuroimaging
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Abstract

The use of a red light observed through closed eyes is a new CBT Cognitive Behavioral Therapy to fight insomnia. Its principles are based on the high transmission of the colour red through eyelids, the great sensitivity to light of the retina when it is adjusted to darkness and the mental distraction obtained by the perception and attentive observation of variations of intensity. The prefrontal and occipital fNIRS recordings document this method which is correlated to the sleep EEG state II.
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1. Introduction

The primary function of the eye is to project simultaneous two different images onto both retinas while acting as the priority sensorial captor of the density of neuro-informations transmitted to the brain centers which are highly interconnected to ensure survival of the individual and the species. The continually supplied data adapt the position of the body to its environment and provides, in 3D, the stereotactic conditions for gripping and ensures the subtlety of predation. It also allows the early recognition of the maternal face and its emotional message [1]. The second function is to reset the brain clock daily by activating the retinal melanopsin—pineal gland channel to adapt the chrono-rhythm to vital social activities [2]. When this rhythm is altered and insomnia sets in, nocturnal vision, with eyes closed, becomes a powerful mental distraction capable of reducing the appearance of disturbing thoughts, their frequency and persistence. This third function, still relatively unknown, is possible...
thanks to the visual “giga-channel” which, with closed eyes, is always active and ready to transport visual information, reduced here to a perception of red and black. This sensation then becomes a mental lever to lift the weight of insomnia.

2. Method

The aims of this pilot study are to present the objective and subjective psychophysical bases of Somnogen Visual Training SVT [3] useful for fighting insomnia which concerns almost 10% of the population. It should help prevent the use of certain potentially neurotoxic sleeping pills and avoid addiction only through the use of mental and physical resources [4]. The first objective data are the colored spectrum transmission curve through the eyelids [5] of which red is the best transmitted wavelength. Second the ERG recordings on the closed eye (Figure 1), adapted after 40 minutes in darkness. We observe that a very weak light 0.01 cd is sufficient to provoke an ERG response (Figure 2). Subjectively, we can observe that closed eyelids do not prevent the view of movement or the pink-colored perception of the sun. To avoid blocking the production of melatonin we must avoid a too-strong intensity, so we have chosen a minimal intensity of red which does not disturb the subject. The timing variations in the form of alternate red and black pulsations arouse the attention and maintain vigilance. This visual sensation diverts the attention and becomes a mental distraction which breaks the obsessive circle of insomnia.

3. Material

The fNIRS recordings come from a Shimadzu FOIRE 3000 infrared spectroscope recorded in a darkened silent room. Nine optodes are placed on the prefrontal and occipital cortices 2 × 12 channels (Figure 3). The subject...
tested in a sitting position is 21 years old, right-handed and in good health, with no addictions or medication. He has never previously practised SVT. The stimulator SLEAPI [8] consists of a 625 nm - 5 mcd LED placed in the centre of the forehead. The sinusoidal stimulation lasts 6 seconds, followed by a black phase lasting 11 seconds. The recording lasted 120 seconds.

4. Results

Figure 4 shows after 120 seconds the oxy and deoxyhemoglobin asymmetric concentrations in prefrontal area. Interesting is the occipital visual cortex which is relatively silent.

5. Discussion

Concerning the ERG on the closed eye, our results have been repeated several times on several different people using different electroretinographs. There is no equivalent in literature. Concerning the fNIRS recordings, this technique is considered to be sufficiently sensitive and specific to be valid evidence of the neocortical hemodynamic variations [9] [10]. To date, it has not been applied to a similar task in a situation of minimal visual perception with closed eyes.

Our fNIRS results stand in the research of the geo-localization of intellectual activities and specifically the right and left functions of the prefrontal cortices [11]-[20]. If the frontal lobe is the preferred area for conceptual activities, opinions diverge on its asymmetric role [21] [22]. Note that in a situation of ostracism and social rejection, Peterson CK et al. [23] has shown a predominance of the left prefrontal cortex. However, our study shows a hemodynamic silence of this lobe. Should we conclude that visual training SVT allows these neurons to rest and therefore facilitates sleep induction? Is this the explanation? Note, too, that the occipital visual cortices are not aroused. This is surprising when we know that stimulation using a black and white checkerboard is the best way to obtain quality VEP visually evoked potentials. In this visual task which does not use formal vision, we must admit that these occipital neurons are resting and the essential part of the brain activity is prefrontal.

A second correlation could explain the psychophysiology of SVT by sleep EEG mapping state II (Figure 5) where frontal predominance is obvious [24].

Lastly, note that in order to increase the efficacy of SVT it is useful to associate the control of breathing and respiratory relaxation [25] together with a reduction in the muscle tonus of the lower limbs [26]. We should also note that the positioning of the red LED in the centre of the forehead is a position usually reserved for the 3rd eye, also called the serenity and diamond’s, which is frequently seen on Buddhist statues. This is probably more than a methodological coincidence, possibly a hidden synergy which should not surprise those who practise meditations [27]-[30].
Figure 4. fNIRS mapping. The right prefrontal is clearly more active than the left one and there is fast no activity in occipital areas.

Figure 5. Sleep mapping EEG. State II shows a frontal prevalence activity [24].

6. Conclusion

This pilot study exposes the objective and subjective bases of a new CBT, proposes fNIRS recordings and establishes a correlation between them and stage II sleep illustrated by EEG. The use of a very weak red light allows it to be described as an intellectual distraction capable of fighting insomnia. In the field of CBT, it has never been described at time in the literature. It proposes to use its advantages and the simplicity of application encourages its daily use in order to control sleep disorders and addictions due to certain sleeping pills or thymoleptic drugs. Its innovative character is now awaiting statistical confirmation for verification and validation.
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